high-quality viewing, with lower transmission cost, relative to MDC, irrespective of clip type. This highlights the benefits of selective packetisation in addition to intuitive encoding and transmission.
Introduction
The popularity of media streaming, especially mobile video [6] , is increasing the bandwidth crunch of network operators. This increase is enabled by new mobile devices that feature a huge diversity in their capabilities. However, the increase escalates many transmission issues faced by realtime applications, such as packet delay [33] , buffering [32] , bandwidth variation and congestion; both rate control [8] and packet dropping [39] . Hence, adaptive media streaming [7] represents a corner stone in the pervasiveness of mobile video by changing the streaming characteristics according to changes in the transmission context, e.g. device capabilities, service cost, and available resources. In this domain, scalable video encoding [14] is an important technique for streaming adaptability. Generally, a video is identified as a scalable stream when an original high-quality version of the video can be encoded into a set of substreams such that a combination of one or more of these sub-streams can be used to replay the video.
Scalable video coding (SVC) [28] , an extension to the H.264/MPEG-4 Part 10 or (advanced video coding) AVC compression standard, represents the first standardised scalable video encoding scheme. In SVC, a high-quality media clip is fragmented into N layers including a base layer and numerous enhancement layers as shown in Fig. 1a in which N = 6. Abstract Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth in the demand for streaming video over the Internet and mobile networks, exposes challenges in coping with heterogeneous devices and varying network throughput. Adaptive schemes, such as scalable video coding, are an attractive solution but fare badly in the presence of packet losses. Techniques that use description-based streaming models, such as multiple description coding (MDC), are more suitable for lossy networks, and can mitigate the effects of packet loss by increasing the error resilience of the encoded stream, but with an increased transmission byte cost. In this paper, we present our adaptive scalable streaming technique adaptive layer distribution (ALD). ALD is a novel scalable media delivery technique that optimises the tradeoff between streaming bandwidth and error resiliency. ALD is based on the principle of layer distribution, in which the critical stream data are spread amongst all packets, thus lessening the impact on quality due to network losses. Additionally, ALD provides a parameterised mechanism for dynamic adaptation of the resiliency of the scalable video. The Subjective testing results illustrate that our techniques and models were able to provide levels of consistent
The base layer provides a coarse minimal quality, the reception of subsequent enhancement layers increases the viewable quality by providing an increase in temporal, spatial or quality dimensionality. The temporal scalability is determined by using different frame rates, spatial scalability is defined by changing the frame resolution, and quality scalability is achieved by scaling the amount of bits used to encode a picture without changing its resolution. As well as implementing the key concepts of layered coding, SVC also provides a mechanism for efficient scalable streaming. By gathering a number of continuous frames into a collection known as a group of frames (GOF) or group of pictures (GOP), SVC provides an efficient mechanism for creating frame interdependency based on intra-and interframes. Intra-frames are fixed points in the stream, and are independent of other frames, while inter-frames provide a means of bit rate reduction by relying on adjacent frames for supplementary data prior to decoding.
A major limitation in layered coding is the prioritised encoding hierarchy by which the increase in quality provided by an enhancement layer is subject to the availability of lower layers that the enhancement layer is dependent upon. In this manner, the loss of a lower layer prohibits the receipt of a higher enhancement layer. More seriously, the loss of the base layer invalidates video decoding. The limitation is further exacerbated when the individual frame types i.e. I, P and B frames of a GOP, mandate inter-frame dependency such that the loss or a low-quality decoding value of a frame can further limit the achievable quality of all dependent frames [36] , thus mandating low-quality decoding. This limitation makes SVC an unattractive approach for links featuring a high error probability such as wireless links, as it necessitates the overhead of retransmission schemes to recover lost packets.
To overcome the impact of packet losses without having to resort to retransmissions, multiple description coding (MDC) [2, 12] has been proposed. The key idea of MDC is introducing redundancy to the transmitted video to compensate for packet losses. MDC offers an encoding scheme where the original layered data are interspersed with error resilience, typically forward error correction (FEC) [23] . Each MDC description provides a low-quality fidelity decoding, with the cumulative decodable quality based on the number of descriptions received by the device. In this regard, MDC provides a high level of consistency to stream quality by providing a high level of error correction to mitigate network transmission issues albeit at a much higher transmission cost in comparison to SVC. Recently, we presented preliminary results for Adaptive Layer Distribution (ALD) [25] , a novel description-based encoding technique, that introduced several enhancements that significantly reduce the average transmission overhead while maintaining very close streaming quality to MDC.
In this paper, we evaluate how the consistency of viewable quality of SVC, MDC and ALD, and their respective variants, vary as the number of frames per GOP increases, known as GOP value, and we illustrate the results of Subjective testing undertaken with a GOP value of one. Our simulations show that as the number of frames per GOP increases, ALD, and its packetisation and transmission techniques, can offer consistency of viewable quality for longer periods of time, while the interdependence of layers and individual frame types, i.e. I, P and B frames, can further limit the achievable quality of existing scalable streaming models, i.e. SVC and MDC. Additionally, our results show that for larger GOP values, our models can increase the consistency and quality of scalable media for all users while leveraging the benefits of overall network transmission cost reduction offered by SVC with larger GOP values (~90 % reduction when comparing a GOP value of 1 to a GOP value of 32). Our single frame per GOP, GOP1, subjective testing results support our simulated experimentation and illustrate the benefits of selective packetisation and improved error resistance allocation.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents relevant background and related work. Section 3 provides an in-depth explanation of ALD. Section 4 describes our evaluation framework. Section 5 presents the simulated results for consistency of viewable quality as the number of frames per GOP increases, while Sect. 6 summarises the results of our high definition evaluation. Section 7 illustrate the results of our subjective testing undertaken with a GOP value of one, and is followed by our conclusions in Sect. 8.
Background and related work
Generally, transmission errors are handled by two mechanisms: FEC and automatic repeat request (ARQ). Transmission control protocol (TCP) is a key transport protocol that implements an ARQ scheme to achieve reliability. In [38] , Wang et al. reveal that consistent media stream quality requires a TCP throughput twice the average media bit-rate. Additionally, the reliability and flow control mechanisms of TCP can further hinder delay-sensitive real-time data [17] . These issues represent serious limiting factors when the user has constrained bandwidth and lossy links, as it is the case for mobile video. Hence, schemes adopting FEC, such as description-based encoding, are a good alternative for media transmission over lossy links or where it is desirable to minimise latency.
Several variations of the MDC concept have been offered in the research literature and four of the pertinent implementations are forward error correction (FEC), SubSample, Quantisation and Transform. We focus on FEC as it provides a means of dynamic adaptive stream encoding, low computational complexity and has attracted considerable attention in the literature [16, 20, 31] . Typically FEC can provide either systematic or non-systematic encodings. Systematic schemes encode the original symbols as part of the transmitted stream, while non-systematic schemes encode and transmit the original symbols as new symbols. Raptor codes [30] propose that a systematic encoding, with encoded symbols interspersed among the original symbols provides a greater level of decodability.
Protected layers are then subdivided into sections that are combined to create a number of equally important descriptions, each including one section from each layer as shown in Fig. 1b . Note the blue (dark shade) sections denote the original SVC data, while the green (light shade) sections denote the additional FEC data, thus illustrating the incremental increase in levels of FEC and marked increase in transmission cost especially for lower, prioritised, layers. It is important to note that in reality all layer sections are either a combination of FEC and original data, assuming a systematic encoding, or all FEC data, assuming a non-systematic encoding.
Several description-based streaming models have been proposed to reduce the transmission byte cost of MDC or increase the achievable quality. These include: --adjusting the levels of FEC, such as Enhanced Adaptive FEC [19] , --modifying the layer allocation per MDC description, such as transmitting the base layer as a separate MDC description [5] , --modifying the base layer to create two individual descriptions [40] , --encoding one or more layers of an SVC stream into various bit rates, thus generating numerous descriptions composed of differing quality streams, such as scalable multiple description coding (SMDC) [3, 41] , and --increasing the number of descriptions while reducing the byte allocation per description section of the SVC layer data and FEC, coupled with applicationlayer packetisation, such as adaptive layer distribution (ALD) [25] .
As can be seen, most of the previous work has focused on either a specific issue, such as FEC or base layer quality, or mandated that overall transmission cost increase, as can occur by introducing additional bit rates per description. Our approach focuses on identifying the interrelationship between the various elements so as to provide a heuristic solution using all the relevant elements at once, such as examining FEC allocation, reducing byte cost per description and providing packetisation options that mandate consistency of quality over all GOP values. Thus it provides a means of increasing achievable quality, while decreasing overall transmission cost.
Adaptive layer distribution
In this section we introduce adaptive layer distribution (ALD), a novel layered media technique that optimises the trade-off between streaming bandwidth demands and error resiliency. ALD is based on the principle of layer distribution, in which the critical stream data is spread amongst an increased number of descriptions as well as over all packets thus lessening the impact on quality due to network losses. ALD has been proven to reduce transmission cost relative to MDC and provide consistent high levels of play-out quality. The proposal of ALD is motivated by two main objectives: reducing the transmission byte cost overhead and maintaining a consistent play-out quality over lossy networks. In this context, play-out consistency refers to reducing the frequency of transitions in play-out quality due to packet losses. In order to realise these goals, ALD leverages the benefits of reduced transmission costs provided by larger GOP values, and ALD introduces the concepts of section thinning, improved error resiliency, and section-based application packetisation as detailed in the following subsections.
N
The number of SVC layers per group of frame (GOP)
Byte-size of SVC layer l for frame x S l,x
Layer section byte size of SVC layer l for frame x l Integer value corresponding to the layer number of L l GOP The number of frames per GOP STF Section thinning factor D c A complete description, containing sections from layers 1 to N q Number of MDC descriptions required to decode Layer+ STF Number of ALD descriptions required to decode Layer q IER Increased error resilience for a given layer
Section thinning
This component provides a means of reducing the byte allocation of each layer section per description, while increasing the number of descriptions being transmitted.
Layer section allocation
As illustrated in Fig. 1b the level of additional FEC data in MDC is proportionally high compared to the initial level of SVC data, thus leading to a large increase in transmission byte cost relative to SVC. An MDC description section from layer l from frame x, S l,x , contains
l of the layer size, while a single complete MDC description from frame x, as shown in Eq. 1, contains the transmission cost of one section from layers 1 to N:
while we view the total transmission cost of one complete description from each frame per GOP as Note that it is not sufficient to multiply a single description by the number of frames per GOP, as each frame, as well as each layer, per GOP may have differing transmission cost, hence the requirement of the summation over all frames, using the frame value, and the need to determine the layer cost per description section for each frame. Also note that the number of layers per frame, and number of frame rates per GOP depends on the underlying SVC encoding. In our equations for both MDC and ALD we determine the total transmission cost based on all layers required at the maximum frame rate. If a reduction in the frame rate is necessary, then a modified version of Eq. 2 would mandate an additional variable, frameStep, which would increment over the frames not required. The following example illustrates a frameStep of 2 which would half the frame rate. Note that the frameStep value is dependent on the governing GOP value, such that the frameStep value can never be larger than the GOP value and that the frameStep value must always be a power of 2:
As can be seen from Fig. 1b , the number of descriptions required to view a select layer can be defined by the layer value, e.g. using Eq. 1 with N = 3, the section size of layer three allocated to each description is a third
3 ), which mandates three descriptions are required to decode layer 3. Note: while the maximum viewable quality from three descriptions is layer 3, three sections from layers 4 to 6 are also received. Hence the total transmission cost of three descriptions can be defined based on the number of initial SVC layers times the number of sections per layer required to decode the requested quality level. In our example this would be six layers times 3 sections for each layer. Equation 2 defines the transmission cost of one complete description, i.e. one section from all six layers. We can define the transmission cost to view layer 3 as MDC_D c * 3. Thus the total transmission byte cost of MDC per GOP and at the maximum frame rate required to decode quality layer q can be seen as while the total FEC transmission cost overhead for MDC quality layer q can be characterised as Note that layer l defines a specific layer within the encoding and transmission of SVC, while quality, or layer quality, q defines the viewable quality achievable by decoding a number of descriptions.
ALD section thinning is motivated to reduce the percentage of FEC data per layer, thus leading to a significant reduction in transmission cost for ALD in comparison to MDC. Section thinning reduces the byte size of each layer section by increasing the number of ALD descriptions. The formation of the ALD sections follows the same footsteps of MDC section formation, but the section size in each scheme corresponds to a different share of the original SVC layer. In ALD, each section layer-share is scaled by an additional section thinning factor (STF) such that an ALD description section from layer l from frame x, S l,x , contains
(l+STF) of the layer size. Thus a single complete ALD description from frame x, as shown in Eq. 6, contains the transmission cost of one section from layers 1 to N, but each section byte size is smaller, thus leading to a smaller transmission byte cost per ALD description: while we view the total transmission cost of one complete ALD description from each frame per GOP as
Similar to MDC, a frameStep variable can be used to increment over unwanted frame rates. As with MDC, the number of ALD descriptions required to view a specific quality level is based on the transmission cost of a complete ALD description, as per Eq. 7, times the layer value plus the STF value. Using the same example of layer 3 as per MDC and assuming an STF of 3, we derive the following ALD_D c * [(requested layer) + (STF)] which equates to ALD_D c * (3 + 3), or six complete ALD descriptions required to decode layer 3. This can be seen in Fig. 2 , where sections L3.1 to L3.6 are required to view layer 3. Thus the total transmission byte cost of ALD required to decode quality layer q can be written as while the total FEC transmission cost overhead for ALD quality layer q can be characterised as Thus, if STF > 0, the transmission cost of an ALD description is less than the cost of an MDC description (because ALD contains less FEC data), but more ALD descriptions are required to decode the same quality layer q.
It is important to note that ALD with an STF value of zero equates to the same layer section byte allocation, number of descriptions and transmission byte cost as MDC. Thus ALD with an STF value equal to zero is exactly MDC. 1. As previously highlighted, each MDC description is capable of providing base layer quality, thus mandating MDC to allocate the entire SVC base layer to each MDC description. This can be seen from Eq. 1 when we specify N = 1, note: the base layer is the first layer and can be defined as layer 1. Hence the allocation cost of a base layer of any frame x to an MDC description is the total cost of the base layer divided by 1, i.e. the entire base layer. If we take the example in Fig. 1b where 6 layers are transmitted, we can see that BL.1 from Dc 1 is the original (blue) SVC base layer, while BL.2 to BL.6, inclusive, are the additional FEC base layer sections. Thus, this example leads to six base layer sections being transmitted, or 600 % of the original SVC base layer transmission cost. An alternative means of determining the total cost of the base layer
in this example is to define the value of q in Eq. 4 as 6, thus mandating the total cost of the base layer to be the cost of the original base layer * 6 or 600 % of the original SVC base layer transmission cost. While in Fig. 2 , by utilising STF, it can be seen that the original blue (dark) SVC base layer data are distributed over more ALD descriptions, BL.1 to BL.4 in our example, consequently reducing the byte cost of each ALD description base layer section to just 25 % of the original SVC base layer. Again this can be determined for the base layer in ALD using Eq. 6, where we define N = 1 and STF = 3. Hence the allocation cost of a base layer of any frame x to an ALD description is the total cost of the base layer divided by 1 + 3, i.e. a quarter of the original base layer. It is important to note that the base layer section in all ALD descriptions in this example contains 25 % of the base layer and not just the additional three ALD descriptions above the original quantity in MDC, i.e. in all nine ALD descriptions and not just in the three additional ALD descriptions above the six descriptions in MDC. Finally by utilising Eq. 8 we can determine the total transmission cost of the base layer using ALD. If we define q to be six (the maximum layer), STF to be three and multiply these by the percentage of the base layer in each description our answer is (6 + 3) * 25 %. Thus, this example leads to a transmission byte cost of 225 % of the original SVC base layer transmission cost, or approximately 38 % of the MDC base layer transmission cost. Note that the additional ALD descriptions are shown in white, to illustrate a visual comparison in number of descriptions required by ALD, nine; and MDC, six. Once this mechanism for section thinning is applied to each layer in the transmitted stream, the transmission byte cost of ALD is less than MDC. It can be seen that the original blue (dark) SVC data for each layer are shared over more ALD descriptions than MDC descriptions (excluding the highest layer in both schemes where no FEC occurs), thus leading to a reduction in transmission byte cost, irrespective of encoding rate. 2, are required before base layer decoding is achievable. For a device that only needs to view at low quality this has implications in terms of having to receive more descriptions than with MDC. This is discussed in the next section.
So clearly, the optimal choice of STF is an important design issue that will be introduced later in this paper.
Quality transmission cost
Generally, multiple users may be interested in viewing the same video at different qualities, depending on several factors such as the available resources and device capabilities. Section thinning realises significant savings for users interested in receiving high-quality video. On the contrary, if a user is interested in receiving low video quality, ALD may result in a larger overhead in comparison to MDC, as additional (STF) ALD descriptions have to be received to decode the base layer. As previously defined, only q MDC descriptions, Eq. 4, are required to decode quality layer q in comparison to (q + STF) ALD descriptions, Eq. 8, to realise the same video quality.
Hence, the difference in the amount of transmitted data, or total relative overhead D(q) per GOP, for a single user between ALD and MDC for video quality q, can be calculated as Note that negative total overhead implies that ALD is more bandwidth efficient than MDC for the selected quality level q. Future work will investigate mechanisms to reduce the transmission byte cost increase for lower layer streaming.
Optimal STF selection
As previously mentioned, multiple users may be interested in viewing the same video at different qualities, thus ALD provides a mechanism for optimal STF in streaming scenarios for both unicast, single user with one quality requirement, and multicast [9] , numerous users with possibly differing requirements. Multicast provides two options for ALD transmission:
1. Each quality layer q is transmitted as a separate entity, thus implementing a multi-bit rate scheme (this option overly increases transmission cost). 2. Each ALD description is transmitted as a single multicast stream, thus allowing users to subscribe to (q + STF) descriptions to receive the requireduality layer (this option reduces transmission cost, as only the maximum requested quality layer, (max[q] + STF) descriptions, are transmitted thus permitting multiple users access the same descriptions for their respective q ′ quality layers).
Let p q denote the percentage of clients interested in viewing a video with quality level q. In a unicast scenario, this would be based on the requirements of a single user, while in multicast, would consider the needs of numerous users and their varied demands. Thus, the expected total overhead can be estimated as
In our design, we choose an STF O value that minimises the expected total overhead and can be expressed as Note that the optimal STF O would vary depending on different factors including the number of layers and the size of each layer.
Improved error resiliency (IER)
The main objective of the IER component is to enhance the streaming quality by ensuring a smooth play-out with fewer quality transitions. Clearly, the FEC overhead of higher layers in MDC is inversely proportional to the layer-level. For the top-most layer, no FEC is considered. Hence, the loss of any MDC description results in an immediate downgrading of the stream quality. Similarly, further proportional reductions in the stream quality for the same GOF is dependent on the cumulative loss of additional descriptions.
IER reduces the number of non-redundant sections of higher layers by distributing the higher layer data over a number of reduced sections allowing for one or more additional FEC sections. IER can be applied to any layer, or number of distinct layers, where additional error resiliency is required. However, it is typically applied to the top-most layers to reduce the incurred FEC overhead.
An example shall be used to illustrate the concept of IER. MDC in Fig. 1b consists of six descriptions, where each description contains a segment from each SVC layer. Each SVC layer is distributed over the MDC descriptions, as per Eq. 2, using L l ,x l , where l denotes the SVC layer index and the remaining MDC sections are populated with FEC data for the respective layers. The SVC layer 6 is distributed over all six descriptions, L 6 ,x 6 , and does not contain FEC, as such any packet loss will reduce viewable quality. To counteract this reduction in quality, we will improve the error resiliency of layer 6 by providing one section of IER, denoted as IER-1. This is accomplished by distributing the layer 6 data over five descriptions,
5 . Determining the reduced distribution of the SVC data provided by IER is undertaken during the initial SVC partitioning, prior to FEC allocation. The remaining layer 6 section is then populated with one FEC section. Thus IER mandates an increase in transmission cost as well as providing increased error resiliency. Figure 3 illustrates the final compositions of the modified MDC description structure.
Based on Eq. 1 for SVC layer distribution to an MDC description structure, the reduction in divisor provided by IER for a specific layer in MDC can be generalised to
while the allocation of IER to a specific layer in ALD can be generalised to If IER is zero, then these equation defaults to their standard distribution. Assuming the description structure of MDC in Fig. 1b , where the base layer is repeated in every description, IER can not be allocating to the base layer. The layer index must be larger than the level of IER being allocated to the specific layer, i.e. for layer 2, a maximum of one additional section of IER can be allocated, while for layer 6, a maximum of five additional section of IER can be allocated. IER must be a positive integer and IER must be smaller than l for any given layer. This does not mandate the maximum levels must be imposed, but that a maximum level exists that can not be exceeded. For ALD the level of IER available increases based on the level of STF. So for layer 2 in Fig. 2 , IER mandates that a maximum of four additional FEC sections can be allocated.
Finally, there is no optimal level of IER to implement by default. The choice of layer and the level of IER are user or provider specific and may reflect loss rates within
the network or the prioritisation of a specific layer within the encoding hierarchy. Figure 3 can be viewed as an example where maintaining the quality of the maximum layer is important. As stated the level of IER required is dependent on the level of network loss and in this example layer 6 can incur approximately 16 % packet loss prior to a degradation in viewable quality. The 16 % threshold is determined based on the additional FEC section. Of the six sections of layer 6 transmitted only five sections are required, thus 1 6 , or 16 %, of the transmitted data for layer 6 can be lost before layer 6 is undecodable. As each lower layer in Fig. 3 contains either an equal amount, i.e. layer 5, or higher levels of resiliency, 16 % of the transmitted stream can be lost before there is a reduction in viewable quality. This loss rate threshold over all transmitted data is achieved due to the packetisation options presented in the next section.
Section packetisation
This component reduces the impact of packet loss on any description-based scalable video, such as MDC and ALD. The application transmission unit for MDC is its description. For purpose of illustration, we use a single GOP example from the widely used video clip known as crew.yuv, encoded as a six-layer SVC stream. Table 1 shows the bytesize of each layer for the selected frame.
In today's Internet, the maximum packet size observed is usually limited by that of the Ethernet frame, which has a maximum payload of 1,500 bytes. We assume a packet payload of 1,440 bytes, allowing for overhead due to headers of network, transport and streaming media protocols. We assume that the GOP frames are transmitted over Ethernet packets. On transmitting this frame, 11 Ethernet packets would be required using SVC where the transmission unit is an individual layer. The same frame would require 18 packets when encoded using MDC in which the description represents the application transmission unit. On losing any of these packets, the application would not be able to decode the entire frame to the highest quality. To reduce the impact of losses on the stream quality, we propose to use two packetisation mechanisms, called section-based description packetisation and section distribution.
Section-based description packetisation
With section-based description packetisation (SDP), we propose using sections as application transmission units instead of the entire description for description-based layered coding techniques such as MDC and ALD. As a consequence the description is decomposed of a number of sections, with each description section transmitted as a single unit, thus limiting the affects of packet loss to individual section while allowing partial description re-use. Partial description re-use in this instance means the availability at the device of one or more layer sections from a single description. The probability of loss affecting all sections from a single description, or all sections from a single layer, is low, while the probability of partial description reuse is high. SDP improves the possibility of higher stream quality by mitigating lower layer loss thus increasing the availability of a sufficient number of lower layer sections.
SDP can be applied in several ways as follows:
--Option 1-individual layer sections-this option transmits each layer section as a separate group of one or more packets. This option may increase the number of packets being transmitted, depending on the original encoding but maximises the number of sections available during decoding. Using the example frame, it can be seen that for each MDC description six packets are required for transmission as shown in Fig. 4a . This option increases the number of packets and in some instances creates packets not containing a full data payload. Consequently the overhead due to packet headers and processing is higher. --Option 2-Minimising packets quantity-this option gro-ups layer sections together to fully occupy each transmitted packet, thus mitigating the problems with Option 1. Figure 4b illustrates this option for the example frame. This option reduces the number of transmitted packets. However, the loss of a packet may cause the loss of numerous layer sections. To reduce the probability of stream degradation due to packet loss, only one section for each layer should be included within a packet. If a packet was to contain numerous sections for one specific layer, then the loss of that specific packet may aversely affect the decoding of that layer and all enhanced layers that rely upon it. It can be seen that for each description, D c , three packets, D g , are required for transmission.
--It is worth noting that the blue (dark) sections are the critical SVC data and the green (light) sections the FEC section allocation. It can be seen that in Fig. 4a , b that the base layer consumes a single packet, D g -1 in description one; in Fig. 4a each section is allocated to an individual packet while in Fig. 4b , a section from layer 2 and 3 are allocated to D g -2 and a section from layer 4, 5 and 6 are allocated to D g -3. As six descriptions are transmitted, a total of 36 packets are transmitted over the network with Option 1 in which only 21 specific packets are required for maximum stream quality. In Option 2, 18 packets are transmitted among which only 10 specific packets are required for maximum stream quality. Thus Option 1 increases the probability of maximising stream quality in the presence of high levels of packet loss.
When the underlying bit rate of the GOP is low, which can occur with low-quality clips or when there is a large number of frames per GOP (due to the increased frame interdependency) the total transmission cost of a single description can be less than the underlying packet payload. When this occurs the loss of a packet mandates the loss of a complete description which can lead to noticeable variation in the viewable quality. To this end, we also define an STF E value that maintains a level of error resilience per description and can be expressed as a lower bound on the number of packets per description. For example in our evaluation results, STF E is chosen such that a minimum of two packets are packetised for each description. Hence, the loss of one of these packets would not completely affect an entire description and as such would sustain high levels of video quality. Hence, the chosen STF value can be defined as As with IER there is no default value for STF E , the granularity in the minimum number of packets mandated per description is dependent on the bit rate of the stream and the levels of network loss. However, there is a trade-off between the improvement in viewable quality mandated by the increase in the number of packets and the elevation in transmission cost due to the greater number of packet headers. 
Section distribution
Due to the transient nature of the Internet, network traffic can be affected by both individual and burst loss states corresponding to a single packet loss or numerous consecutive packet losses. Packet losses at lower layers have a negative impact on scalable video due to inter-layer dependency. As shown above, by manipulating the stream packetisation, we can increase stream quality and consistency. With this in mind, we propose Section Distribution (SD), a mechanism to further distribute the description sections over the packets used to transmit a description to further reduce the impact of losing critical sections. SD is beneficial for any description-based streaming model, such as MDC and ALD. SD extends the benefit provided by equally important descriptions to the packet level per frame. SD is utilised to distribute each section per description over a number of packets, thus limiting packet loss to only a segment of each section. SD is consistent with the well-known interleaving [11] technique, which is widely used to combat the effect of burst loss. We first determine the number of packets, denoted as R, required to transmit a single description for each frame per GOP by performing summation over the GOP value. This is achieved by dividing Eq. 2, MDC, or Eq. 7, ALD, by the data byte size of a packet payload. We shall use ALD as an example Each layer section per frame per GOP, denoted as S l,frame , is spread over the R packets by allocating a subsection of each layer from each frame per GOP to a single packet, P k , as per the following Hence, a packet would carry subsections of different layers, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . In this manner, all packets per GOP are of equal priority, as each packet contains the same byte size, i.e. quantity, of each layer per frame per GOP. Thus the loss of an individual packet, will result in a partial loss from each layer. Thus the quality of the packetised stream is limited only by the percentage of lost packets rather than the specific carried description or layer. Additionally, the (16) R = ALD_D c packet payload
S l,frame R probability of losing critical sections is reduced since lower layers enjoy greater redundancy. Furthermore, on using section distribution, packets per frame would be identical in size and content, thus providing packet equality. This equality is provided in both packet byte size and packet priority. Also as the GOP value increases, SD will provide data equality for all frames within the GOP. In [22] , the authors highlight that packets of dissimilar processing times produce dissimilar transmission times, such that by maintaining such packet byte size equality, the order of packet delivery is improved. Thus SD packet equality results in a consistent delivery in network transmission. In our GOP evaluation, we combine both the SD and SP components with MDC to illustrate simple mechanisms to increase viewable quality, while not increasing transmission cost. It is important to note that packet equality may mandate a minor increase in transmission cost, as some byte rounding up may occur when subsections are divided by R.
Also as each packet now contains a subsection of each layer, i.e. subsections of NALs rather than a NAL for a specific layer as defined by SVC, the subdivision of each packet, i.e. the specific bytes for each layer subsection, per GOP must be identified to the receiving decoder. Possible options to provide this information are 1. For each GOP, provide a file which details the structure of each packet for each GOP or for all GOPs in the stream, similar in structure to a media streaming manifest file, e.g. DASH [34] . As each packet per GOP contains the same structure only one manifest file is required per GOP. An issue with this option, is that the GOP manifest file may be lost during transmission. One manner in which to reduce this issue is to provide the manifest file during stream setup, thus removing the issue of manifest loss during stream delivery. 2. Include the packet structure as an additional header within each GOP packet. An issue with this option is (1) an increase in overall transmission cost as each packet per GOP will contain the header information and (2) repetition, as the additional header is the same in each packet per GOP. 3. By utilising R and the byte cost of decoding the base layer, ALD D (1), we can determine the minimum number of packets, min(P k ), required per GOP to decode the lowest layer. If we divide the byte size of a single instance of the additional header outlined in item II. by min(P k ), we can determine the minimum additional byte allocation per packet required by SD so as to determine the structure of each packet per GOP once the minimum number of packets required by the base layer has been received. FEC is utilised to extend this minimum byte size over all packets per GOP. The rea- son ALD D (1) is utilised to determine min(P k ), is that a lower number of packets will not permit decoding of the base layer, so the manifest file is not required; while an increase in packets may provide an increase in viewable quality and the structure of the layer subsections per packet is required for all layers, i.e. BL to N.
The SDP and SD claims made in this section are generally applicable to videos that have different number of SVC layers, as highlighted later in the evaluation section, where the chosen layer size has been increased to eight.
Transmission unit stream quality loss rate
In Table 2 , we show the transmission cost, in terms of bytes, for SVC, MDC, both options of MDC-SDP and by utilising Eq. 15 ALD with an STF of 3, thus increasing the number of ALD descriptions to nine. Table 2 also presents the number of packets per frame and highlights the best case (B-C) and the worst case (W-C) maximum viewable layer based on the loss of a specific number of packets. It is worth noting that the SVC data transmission byte cost for all versions of MDC are equal, but the total transmission byte cost for each scheme will vary, dependent on the number of packets being transmitted and the increased byte cost of packet headers. In this section to provide a simplified example, we evaluate the SVC data element only.
As the number of lost packets increases, and dependent on which packet is lost, the quality of the stream can remain high or degrade significantly. As can be seen, SVC is severely affected by packet loss. The worst case (W-C) for all four lost packets, highlights the loss of a packet from the base layer, while the best case (B-C) is based on consecutive losses from the highest quality layer down, i.e. layer six is composed of three packets, such that B-C will remain at quality level layer 5 until the fourth packet is lost, when the quality reduces to quality layer four.
MDC-FEC is similar in that each description is composed of three packets, such that the B-C remains consistent over three packet losses, and reduces quality to layer four when the fourth packet is lost. W-C is based on the loss of a single packet from distinct descriptions, thus incrementally reducing quality for each additional packet lost. The increase in viewable quality is consistent with the level of additional error resilience added to the original SVC data, but this increase in viewable quality requires an additional approximately 13,000 bytes of transmission bandwidth.
Consistent with MDC-FEC, both options of MDC-SDP achieving the same W-C viewable quality, again based on a single lost packet from distinct descriptions. Both options of MDC-SDP achieve the maximum B-C over all four lost packets, as loss can be confined to the green FEC section packets. Thus highlighting the benefits offered by sectionbased description packetisation.
As previously stated, ALD employs the section distribution (SD) technique for packet packetisation, thus achieving packet equality. As highlighted in the Table 2 , this equality produces a uniformity in the B-C and W-C achieved by ALD. As each of the nine ALD descriptions is composed of two packets, achievable viewable quality is incrementally reduced once two additional packets are lost.
A loss rate of six packet is illustrated to highlight that with the loss of six packets, the transmission cost of ALD over the network is less than the transmission cost of SVC with no packet loss. This offers a comparison of the B-C and W-C quality achieved by SVC and ALD for similar transmission byte cost. It is important to note that while the B-C of ALD is less than SVC, the W-C of ALD is better, thus highlighting the balance offered by ALD between transmission cost and achievable consistent quality.
Note that by implementing the previously highlighted IER technique on the highest layer, layer six. The viewable quality layer value for both B-C and W-C achieved by ALD-IER for the loss of one or two packets is six. Thus maximum quality can be achieved for a very minor increase in transmission byte cost, 47 bytes per ALD description.
Evaluation framework
In this Section, we present our performance evaluation framework for our GOP evaluation and our subjective testing. Our GOP evaluation is based on the well-known 10 second city video, an aerial view of a building landscape, while our Subjective Testing utilises the crew, city, harbour and soccer videos, all obtained from the Leibniz Universität Hannover video library [37] . These videos are recorded at 30 frames per second totalling 300 frames per video. The videos are encoded using JSVM [26] to eight layers with spatial and quality scalability, using medium grain scalability (mgs) and quantizer parameter (QP) values as per Table 3 .
As illustrated, we consider three resolutions (QCIF, CIF and 4CIF) with respective 2, 3, and 3 quality levels, i.e. two fidelity levels in the lowest resolution and three fidelity levels in each of the higher resolutions. For larger GOP values, we use the same QP values for all encodings and only vary the GOP value. The QP values in Table 3 provide a means of demonstrating how the bit rate of the encoded clip and associated GOP value can mandate variation in the maximum achievable quality of the individual SVC layers. Table 4 highlights the changes in maximum achievable PSNR for layer 8 for each of the clip types with a GOP value of one. In [13] , the authors define that a typical choice of QP values in AVC and HEVC encodings to be 22, 27, 32 and 37 based on the software reference configuration specified by [4] . While these QP values are sufficient when comparing clips of a defined quality and a single resolution, i.e. clips containing only a single layer, for scalable video a separate QP value is required for each individual layer in the SVC encoding so as to determine a quality level for each layer. The QP values utilised in our encodings provide a means of mandating that the lower the layer value, the lower the underlying bit rate of that specific layer, i.e. the base layer will have the lowest bit rate, layer eight will have the highest bit rate and the layers in-between will have incrementally higher bit rates. This provides for a gradual increase in transmission cost as the viewable quality increases.
For GOP we evaluate six streaming models, SVC, MDC, MDC-SDP option 1, furthermore just referred to as MDC-SDP, MDC-SD (where MDC description data is packetised using section distribution), ALD and ALD-IER-2 (ALD with one additional FEC section for the two highest layers, L7 and L8, thus providing increased protection for the maximum viewable quality), over four distinct GOP values, i.e. number of frames per GOP, namely 1, 8, 16 and 32. While for our subjective testing, we also evaluate an additional model called Scalable description coding (SDC) [24] , a previously published streaming model that we designed to mimic the benefits of both SVC and MDC. SDC modifies MDC by creating a low-priority scalable description composed of a subset of only the higher layer sections, thus achieving lower transmission costs, by removing the redundancy of lower layer FEC sections, and increased quality by adding an additional description either composed entirely of FEC sections or composed of XoR data from both the scalable and standard descriptions.
The transmission of the encoded videos is simulated in Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) [35] using myEvalSVC [15] , an open source tool for evaluating JSVM video traces for SVC. myEvalSVC presents a means of dynamically determining bitrates, based on the JSVM trace data, and simulating real-time packetisation, over a lossy network, in ns-2. Modifications are made to myEvalSVC scripts to simulate MDC, ALD and their respective variants.
In our modified evaluation scripts, we packetise the various models based on their respective encapsulation unit, e.g. layer, description, section, thus providing clear distinction between the various units during transport. In this manner the loss in one unit will not effect the quality achievable from any other unit. For SVC, each individual layer per frame is partitioned in one or more packets. With MDC each description per frame is packetised separately. For MDC-SDP each section per layer is packetised individually. While in ALD, ALD-IER-2 and MDC-SD, each packet contains a segment of each layer per description (using SD). In ALD, ALD-IER-2 and MDC-SD, this would lead to a segment from every layer per packet. As can be seen once we begin to control the structure of the packetisation we can reduce the interdependence of the units right down to packet level, thus lessing the effects of network loss on viewable quality.
For ALD and MDC-SD, as GOP value increases, SD mandates that each packet transmitted contains not only a segment of each layer per description per frame, but also a segment of each layer per description from each frame per GOP, thus mandating packet equality for all frames per GOP.
A two-node, server/client, model is utilised for the simulated topology in which we vary the packet error rate, µ, from 1 to 10 % to test the streaming performance of different schemes over lossy links. We use an ns-2 Errormodel to define a total packet error rate with a uniform distribution. This defines that the total stream loss shall be equal to µ, but does not mandate that the individual frame loss rate shall also be equal to µ, thus permitting bursty loss during simulation. So as to provide randomised loss rates per frame in our simulated experimentation, for each of the streaming models extensive simulations are run to create the ns-2 output traces, which are analysed to determine the average maximum stream quality per frame at the client. Each trace is then saved as an achievable quality (AQ) trace file for each streaming scheme. The AQ trace files are utilised (1) to provide a means of illustrating the transition in frame quality over time and (2) to create the modified YUV files, based on the maximum stream quality per frame, from the original YUV files. In our results, for each model we determine the maximum stream quality per frame based on the highest layer that contains no packet loss, thus containing no impairments that are visually observed. Some pixelation (upscaling of low-quality resolutions thus creating noticeable square shaped single-colour display components on the screen) may occur when the resolution of the maximum achievable quality is less than the maximum viewable resolution. myEvalSVC and JSVM do not contain a reliable mechanism for this form of YUV modification, so a new programme, modPSNR.exe, is created based on the original JSVM source code. modPSNR.exe supports basic error concealment by which non-decodable frames are substituted by duplicating the previous frame. Finally JSVM is utilised to ascertain the PSNR [27] value of the modified YUV, in comparison to the original YUV file.
Evaluation results for a varying number of frames per GOP
The purpose of evaluating an increase in the number of frames per GOP is to determine the effects of interframe dependency on viewable quality for scalable video. As the GOP value increases, the overall transmission cost is reduced but the inter-frame dependency increases. This increase typically affects the viewable quality. The developed techniques in ALD benefit from the reduced transmission cost of larger GOP values while maintaining consistent levels of viewable quality.
As GOP increases, as illustrated in Table 5 , the transmission cost of MDC and ALD changes. As STF is based on the cumulative transportation cost of ALD relative to MDC, this has the potential to create different STF values for differing GOP values. For our evaluation, this created STF values of 3 for a GOP of 1 and a GOP of 32, and an STF value of 2 for a GOP of 8 and a GOP of 16. To provide consistency of STF value used in the evaluation over all GOP values, we use the same value of STF, i.e. 3, as defined for a GOP of one, for all ALD and ALD-IER-2 simulations. The increase in STF value for a GOP of 8 and a GOP of 16 reduces their overall transmission cost by 294 and 189 Kb respectively, by reducing their levels of FEC allocation. The STF is defined as per the developed optimisation framework shown in Sect. 3 . Figure 6a provides the optimal STF value for the city clip type with a GOP of one. For each GOP value we evaluated packet loss rates from 1 to 10 %. Due to page limitations, we only illustrate results for a 10 % packet loss rate, but evaluation results for packet loss rates from 1 to 9 % provided similar conclusions. Table 5 displays the transmission megabyte cost of layer 8 for each streaming model, for each of GOP values and maximum achievable PSNR for layer 8. All MDC variants, MDC, MDC-SDP and MDC-SD, have the same transmission cost, so only MDC is shown. Note the approximate 90 % decrease in transmission cost between GOP1 and GOP32. Thus illustrating the benefits provided by a higher number of frames per GOP, in scenarios where congestion and large burst loss may occur. Also note that mandating the same QP and encoding values, maximum achievable PSNR decreases, illustrating the link between encoding, transmission cost and viewable quality. Figure 6b plots the percentage of viewable frames for each of the six streaming models for the city clip with a packet loss rate of 10 %. Each plot illustrates a different GOP value. Higher quality is illustrated by larger percentage values in the higher layers. Note how 1. only MDC-SD, ALD and ALD-IER-2 provide the same approximate percentage rates for the higher layer values for each of the GOP values, thus providing consistency of higher quality decoding as GOP values increase. 2. only ALD-IER-2 provides this consistency of higher quality decoding at the highest level, layer 8, as the GOP value increases. 3. once SVC is encoded with 32 frames per GOP, over 80 4. the simple packetisation options of SD and SDP greatly increase the viewable quality of MDC, without increasing MDC data transmission cost. 5. the decodable quality of ALD-IER-2 never drops lower than layer 7. Figure 7 plots ten-second examples of the stream quality transitions for each streaming model of the city clip with a GOP value of 1 (Fig. 7a), 8 (Fig. 7b), 16 (Fig. 7c) and 32 ( Fig. 7d) with a 10 % packet loss rate. For each value of GOP it can be seen that SVC and MDC feature the highest frequency of variation and as such would provide a media stream with frequent variation in video quality. The other models contain less variation and more importantly these variations are limited to the higher quality layers, thus mandating higher achievable video quality. The plots also illustrate how a simple mechanism which re-packetises MDC data (MDC-SDP mandating section packetisation and MDC-SD where each packet contains a segment of each layer per description) can produce such considerable increases in viewable quality at no increase in transmission cost. Note how as GOP increases, the detrimental effects of inter-frame dependency decreases achievable stream quality for some of the streaming models, i.e. SVC, MDC and to some extent MDC-SDP. Furthermore for ALD, ALD-IER-2 and MDC-SD, the minimum transitions that can occur is consistent with the number of frames per GOP, e.g. for GOP32, the minimum number of frames for a given layer is 32. Finally, as ALD and MDC-SD do not contain FEC error resilience on the maximum layer, i.e. layer 8, only ALD-IER-2 can provide maximum achievable quality and in the plots for GOP16 to GOP32, ALD-IER-2 only varies between the highest two layers, i.e. layers 7 and 8. Figure 8a illustrated the frame interdependency of our 8 frame GOP encoding. For layers 1 and 2, the JSVM encoding creates P frames for each frame, while for layers 3 to 8, the encoding implements a IBBBPBBB design. The arrows in Fig. 8a present the frame interdependency, with the arrow point denoting the dependent frame. As can be seen, the loss or a low-quality value of an I or P frame will mandate low-quality streaming for all frames which are dependent on it. GOP16 and GOP32 contain the same structure of one I and one P frame per GOP. Figure 8b illustrates the maximum achievable PSNR, shown as "max PSNR", and the changes in PSNR value for each of the streaming models with a 10 % packet loss rate, as GOP increases for the city clip. PSNR provides a numerical representation of the achievable viewable quality of a model. As can be seen, the streaming models that deliver the highest layers from Fig. 8a , achieve the highest PSNR values. SVC and MDC provide low quality overall. As was seen in Fig. 6b , over 200 frames of SVC were undecodable with a GOP of 32, thus the evaluated PSNR value is primarily composed of duplicated frames with low fidelity. It is only the minor changes in background imagery, that mandate such a high PSNR value for SVC with a GOP of 32. MDC-SDP provides an increase in dB, relative to MDC and SVC, of between 6dB (GOP1) and 10dB (GOP32). ALD and MDC-SD provide a further noticeable increase in viewable quality, while ALD-IER-2 provides near maximum achievable PSNR for all GOP values. Thus the evaluation of a higher number of frames per GOP illustrates the benefits of selective packetisation, improved error resistance and adaptive FEC allocation provided by our techniques.
Three additional video streams, crew, harbour and soccer, were also assessed over all GOP values, using the same Figure 10a , b provides the same plots for the soccer clip. It can be seen that the results presented for crew in Fig. 9b and for soccer Fig. 10b are consistent with the results seen for city in Fig. 7d . MDC-SD and ALD are viewable in layers 7, 6 and 5, ALD-IER-2 in layers 7 and 8, with the other streaming models containing large variations in viewable layer value. One time to note in Fig. 9b is that ALD-IER-2 is viewable primarily in layer 7, while ALD drops to layer 5 once during the duration of the stream. This reduction in viewable quality can also be seen in Fig. 9a where there is a reduction in the viewable quality for the defined layer values of ALD and ALD-IER-2 for increasing values of GOP. The reason for this reduction in quality is due to the selection of STF for crew. The STF values for each of the tested clips are illustrated in Table 6 . It can be seen that city and soccer have the same STF value, thus would have similar levels of FEC resiliency, while crew and harbour have an increased STF which leads to an increase in the number of ALD descriptions required to decode the base layer and a decrease in the level of FEC resiliency and respective transmission cost. Even though the ALD variants in crew have a lower level of viewable quality in comparison to city and soccer, ALD-IER-2 still outperforms MDC-SD and has the highest levels of viewable quality of all streaming models for crew.
In our evaluation the percentage of viewable frames, quality transitions over time and maximum achievable quality per model for crew and harbour were consistent, while for soccer these results were similar to city. This highlights how the selection of STF and the underlying level of network loss mandates the maximum level of achievable viewable quality.
Evaluation results for high definition content
For our high-definition (HD) evaluation we use a trailer for the "Sintel" movie [29] . Sintel is an independently produced animated short film, initiated by the Blender Foundation, containing both slow and fast moving sequences. The Sintel trailer is 52 seconds in duration and contains 24 frames per second. Similar to our low-resolution evaluation, for Sintel we encode an eight-layer SVC stream with 1,253 frames in HD using three resolutions 854 × 480 (480p), 1,280 × 720 (720p) and 1,920 × 1,080 (1080p); using a 2,3,3 quality to resolution ratio and QP values as per Table 3 . The same streaming models, i.e. SVC, MDC, MDC-SDP, MDC-SD, ALD and ALD-IER-2, are simulated. ALD and ALD-IER-2 are allocated an STF value of (a) (b) 6 for each of the four GOP values. For each GOP values, Table 7 illustrates the maximum achievable PSNR and the transmission megabyte cost for each adaptive scheme for quality layer 8. Figure 11a presents an example of the percentage of viewable frames for each of the six streaming models for each of the four GOP values for the sintel HD clip while Fig. 11b illustrates a ten-second example of the stream quality transitions for each streaming model of the sintel HD clip with a GOP value of 32. Both figures have a 10 % packet loss rate. Figure 11a provides similar results to our low-resolution evaluations, where our techniques IER and SD mandate a greater percentage of viewable frames in the higher layers. For a GOP value of 32, 92 % of the viewable frames of ALD-IER-2 are at layer 7, with the remaining 8 % at maximum viewable quality (layer 8), consequently out performing all other models. Figure 11b shows the large variation in viewable quality provided by SVC and MDC, while illustrating the consistency of quality provided by ALD and SD.
It is important to note how the incremental increase in viewable quality provided by ALD-IER-2 mandates only a 2 % increase in transmission cost as illustrated in Table 7 . While ALD provides a reduction in transmission cost relative to MDC of approximately 46 % for each of the respective GOP values. The variation in viewable quality for other GOP values, i.e GOP1, GOP8 and GOP16, are consistent with the plots previously shown for crew in Fig. 7 , while similar results were found for different loss rates. Thus validating the results seen for our low-resolution evaluations and confirming that the benefits provided by ALD and our optimisation techniques are beneficial irrespective of clip type, encoding demands or underlying resolution requirements.
Subjective testing results
In this section, we present the results of scalable video subjective testing. The goal of our testing is to confirm the performance of the developed ideas with subjective evaluation. We utilised a packet loss rate of 10 % and limited the frame interdependence of the model to one frame. Thus providing a means of illustrating the effects of packet loss rather than the effects of frame interdependence. The STF values for each of the tested clips are illustrated in Table 6 . Note how the variation in STF values denotes a different optimal transmission cost for each clip.
Testing setup
The test was implemented on a web server hosted locally on iMacs machines. Eighteen people participated in the subjective test. The test was performed in a well lit laboratory, and each clip type was shown seven times, once for each of the evaluated models. Each iteration of clips begins with a viewing of the original clip with no packet loss, thus providing a base case on which the participants could rank/grade the streaming models. Each model per iteration was graded twice: once immediately after viewing the model, thus providing the quality value for the individual model per iteration; and a second time, once all models had been viewed per iteration. As different models may have received the same quality value, the second grading is used to provide a means of ranking the models. For each streaming model, the achievable quality of the stream is based on the maximum layer per frame that contains no visual impairment when compared with the original clip with no packet loss. In the literature numerous references were found for scalable subjective testing, but these focused primarily on SVC only, examples of which include comparisons between SVC and AVC [21] , different SVC codecs [18] and the effects of multi-dimensional scalability [10] . We are unaware of any subjective testing results which compare scalable and description-based coding. Table 8 provides the streaming model PSNR values for each clip type, based on a simulated packet loss rate of 10 %. Table 9 re-orders the streaming models and creates a streaming model ranking based on PSNR. Thus providing a means of comparing the streaming model ranking to the subjective testing ranking.
The ranking and grading of the streaming models per clip type is based on the following: . Both schemes are based on a rating of 1-5 inclusive, 1 being the worst, to 5 being the best. One scheme is based on impairment, while the other is based on quality, both illustrated in Table 10 . Impairment is based on how much variation or fragmentation a test subject can see, while quality is based on the tolerance in fidelity that a test subject can see. At the end of each iteration, we ask the test subjects to rate all seven clips in a scale of 1-7, with 1 being the best clip, or least annoying, and 7 being the worst clip, or most annoying. 3. Finally, we ask the test subjects what annoyed them the most, what was the best and what would improve their viewing pleasure. 4. The test subjects are not informed as to which clip belongs to which model, as this may have influenced them to try and choose specific streaming models in future tests cases. Table 11 illustrates the streaming model ranking based on the mean grading value per clip type. The grading ranking would be very consistent to Table 9 , once you take into consideration the very similar PSNR values for the models in Table 8 .
Testing results
In the test results, some subjects provided ranking based on the number of clips per iteration, i.e. 1-7, while others gave clips of similar quality of the same ranking values, to maintain consistency of values over the entire subject base. In ranking scheme where similar values were given to multiple clips, higher values were changed to reflect actual ranking values, i.e. a ranking of 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4 was changed to 1, 2, 2, 2, 5, 5, 7. Table 12 displays the mean ranking values per iteration (clip type) for each of the streaming models. While Table 13 re-orders the streaming models and creates a streaming model ranking based on subjective testing ranking. Again the ranking is very consistent to Table 9 , taking into consideration the very similar PSNR values for the models in Table 8 .
Subjective testing conclusion
Each of the layered schemes contains known design issues which impede their respective deployment. While the adaptable quality is a benefit of SVC, the prioritised hierarchy and its dependency on the base layer are its greatest weakness. As we have highlighted, network transmission issues can affect all packets, and lower layer loss in SVC is detrimental to stream quality. While MDC offers consistent quality, the increased byte cost of transmission is an inherent weakness. ALD provides the framework to achieve the high levels of adaptable stream quality promised by Table 9 Ranking of streaming models per clip type based on PSNR values from SVC, but the transmission byte cost of devices requesting lower layer decoding is dependent on stream encoding and the ALD selection value for STF, but mandates a high level of transmission cost for devices requiring lower layer streaming.
The results of our Scalable Video Subjective testing supported our simulated experimentation results. While SVC and MDC faired worst, our techniques and models were able to provide levels of consistent high-quality viewing, with lower transmission cost irrespective of clip type. Our Subjective testing results highlight the benefits of not only intuitive encoding and transmission but also of selective packetisation. This can be seen in the increase in PSNR and ranking values attained by MDC when SDP and SD are utilised.
One item to note is that in some instances the grading results for the same clips per iteration were widely variable. So the quality of clip does not only depend on the layer quality achievable, but also on the person viewing the clip.
Conclusion
In this paper, Adaptive Layer Distribution (ALD) is proposed as a novel multifaceted approach to media streaming optimisation. ALD section thinning enables the reduction of the total streaming overhead while IER and section distribution improve ALD error resiliency to loss. Our simulation and subjective testing results show that the components of ALD achieve a superior performance to other scalable streaming frameworks, irrespective of video type and GOP size. Currently, we are working on improving the transmission efficiency of ALD for users interested in low-quality video. 
